
FIRST on MARS  
The program to turn learners into creative problem solvers 
RESOURCES: WWW.BIT.LY/MITCHYMARS



WILL THERE EVEN BE A FUTURE-U?

FUTURE-U.org is a new global community with a mission 
to help 100,000 learners thrive through the transition to 
the post-work era as 40-70% of jobs disappear. 

Already 160+ experts, 2 Universities, 5 Schools and 10 
organisations from 13 countries have joined to explore 
post-work solutions (and you can too).
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RESOURCES: WWW.BIT.LY/MITCHYMARS



WILL THERE EVEN BE A FUTURE-U?

FUTURE-U.org is a new global community with a 
mission:  

“Wait for someone somewhere  
to invent new jobs”
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“Help learners get the creative 
problem solving skills they need to 
dream up their own future jobs and 

vocations”
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 WELCOME 
PLAY App

(AR option)

RESOURCES: www.bit.ly/mitchymars | MORE: Firstonmars.net

STEPS: 1. Big Picture 2. Creative Problem Solvers Journey 3. Unpack

APPS: Quiz Mars Challenge, Book Creator



CURIOSITY AND POWERFUL LEARNING





CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVERS MANUAL

AVAILABLE SOON. Signup for notification

BEHIND FUTURE LITERACIES:



CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVERS GUIDE: Key Tips
Focus Game - Listening and imagination Drama game - Beach, Ocean,Boat 
 ⁃ listening skills, body control, playful and imagination (sand, water) - these feed into any subject area to enhance the lesson 
 ⁃ Need straight line, stand behind, jump to each location, eliminated if in wrong spot 
 ⁃ Adapt for other curriculum - ie. on Mars jump-pack training rim, sand, solar (panels) 

‘Deep End’ Failure exercise - Quiz Mars Challenge app 
 ⁃ deliberately set a task all will fail at, allow groups to explore solutions, share strategies they developed that allowed success 
 ⁃ Use quiz-making tools like kahoot.com or Pollev.com to set up your own - or even get students to 

Book Creator as 'level up' journal 
 ⁃ capture learning along the way (screenshots), create journal with each page a reflection on how they learned and ‘levelled’ up  
 ⁃ Puts onus on students to reflect on and explain their progress, allows multi-modal expression (images, voice, text) 

Team Contract activity 
 ⁃ write up ideas on how you like to work together - what ideas or attitudes help groups succeed?                                                            
 ⁃ Write all on one chart, 1-3 ideas each, everyone signs it at the end then it's put up on display where everyone can see  
 ⁃ In group activities each session, roll dice with 1 = leader, 2 = scribe, 3 = storytelling/recorder, 4 = wildcard left-field contributor 
 ⁃ Leader can always refer back to contract so group can self-resolve issues 



“There’s no such thing  
as a future-proof degree –  

but you can be  
a future-proof learner” 

- Jim Vanides
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CREATIVITY THINKING  
SKILLS

PROJECT 
DELIVERY

STORY- 
TELLINGCOMMUNITY

User-centred 
design 

Empathy 
Collaboration 

Team work 
Networking 
Leadership 

Global Citizens

Plan, deliver  
real-world 
projects 

Sustainability 
Business sense: 
Entrepreneur & 

intrapreneur skills  
Flow 

+ Your tools or 
focus ie. STEM

Sharing  
solutions via 

story 
Branding  
Design      
Video 

Content Creation 
Marketing

Sense of Play 
Curiosity 
Dreaming  
Imagining 
Ok to fail 
Resilience 

Growth mindset 
Defer judgement 

‘Big Picture’ 
observation

Planning 
Design thinking 
Agile approach 
Critical Thinking 

Reflection 
Attention to detail 

Coding/ Logic 
+ your current 

programs 

BIG PICTURE FRAMEWORK that enables today’s learners to thrive tomorrow by knowing how to dream up their own jobs, teams & vocations 

BEHIND FIRST ON MARS:

FUTURE LITERACIES FRAMEWORK



CREATIVITY

Sense of Play 
Curiosity 

Dreaming  Imagining 
Ok to fail 
Resilience 

Growth mindset 
Defer judgement 

‘Big Picture’ observation

BIG PICTURE FRAMEWORK that enables today’s learners to thrive tomorrow by knowing how to dream up their own jobs, teams & vocations 

BEHIND FIRST ON MARS:

FUTURE LITERACIES FRAMEWORK



BEHIND FUTURE LITERACIES:

160+ EXPERTS, 13 COUNTRIES 

SEE FUTURE-U.ORG/TEAM 



BRAINSTORM > CARS? 
“Already 9% of people in USA sell cars and don’t 

buy new ones because Uber” 
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BRAINSTORM > CARS? 
List the industries/jobs that will be effected  

as driver-less cars go mainstream: 

Respond: pollev.com/jnxyz
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School-leaver

Caleb, 18
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School-leaver

Caleb, 18
Youth unemployment 
+ under-employment 

32%

Entry level jobs 
replaced by screens 

(see Maccas)

Higher-skilled jobs 
(Lawyers, Journalists)  
replaced by software
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School-leaver

Caleb, 18
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willrobotstakemyjob.com
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post-work
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MAKE YOURS: 

www.bit.ly/2035image 

• Do as YOU or a child you know 
• Write or draw over the top of 

the template digitally,  
 
OR sketch your own 
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 WELCOME 
PLAY App

(AR option)

MORE INFO: Firstonmars.net | SIGNUP: future-u.org/contact 

STEPS: 1. Big Picture 2. Creative Problem Solvers Journey 3. Unpack

APPS: Quiz Mars Challenge, Book Creator



FIRST on MARS 
LAUNCH LEARNERS TO BEING  
CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVERS

 
+ Creative Problem Solvers Manual Pt1 
+ invite to private community space & events

With  
Jonathan Nalder

SIGNUP:  Future-U.org/contact 

SPECIAL OFFER:

STUDENT OPTIONS:  Intro Mission 2-4 hours  
                              Full Program 1-2 days OR 4-6 after-school sessions


